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The paper presents a general combinatorial pproach to the Schur functions and 
their modifications, respective generalized Cauchy identities, and bijective Knuth- 
type correspondences between matrices and pairs of tableaux. All of these appear 
whenever one has a pair of graphs with the same vertices such that the linear 
operators associated with these graphs satisfy a certain type of commutation 
relations. A parallel implementation f insertion-type algorithms is suggested that 
generalizes the sequential constructions of Sagan and Stanley [13, 14] and the 
earlier bijections of Knuth, Worley-Sagan, and Haiman. We use the linear-algebraic 
approach of [ 17, 2] and the algorithmic techniques of [3]. This paper is a revised 
version of [ 5 ]. © 1995 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, an operator approach to various modifications of Schur 
functions is presented. This approach allows to unify and re-understand 
such basic results as the symmetry of these functions, the Cauchy identities, 
and the corresponding variations of the Knuth bijection. Similar techniques 
have been already used in [2, 3, 4] where a general theory of Schensted 
correspondences was constructed. 
Let K be a field of characteristic zero that contains all formal power 
series in the formal variables x, y, Xl, Yl, .... Let V= @i~z Vg be a graded 
vector space over K. Assume that all homogeneous components V~ have 
finite dimension. In major particular cases we will fix a basis P~ in each Vi, 
so that Vi = KPi and V= KP where P = U P~. The rank function on P is 
denoted by p; thus p(2) = i if 2 ~ Pi. 
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Throughout his paper, x, xl, x2, ..., y, yl ,  Y2 .... are formal variables. 
Assume A(x) and B(y) are operator power series, i.e., 
A(x) = ~, Aix i, (l.1) 
i=0  
B(y) = ~ Bjy j, (l.2) 
j=0  
where A,. and Bj are linear operators on KP satisfying 
p(Aiv ) =p(v) + i, p(Bjv) =p(v) - j  
for any homogeneous v ~ V. In other words, A~ increases the rank by i, and 
Bj decreases the rank by j. In our main examples, P is a ranked poset of 
"shapes" while A~ (respectively, B;) is an operator that maps a shape 2 into 
a sum of shapes obtained by adding/deleting i boxes to/from 2, according 
to certain rules. 
We will study algebraic and combinatorial consequences of commutation 
relations between A(x) and B(y), viz., relations of the form 
B(y) A(x) = A(x) B(y) f(xy), (1.3) 
where f(xy) is a formal power series in xy. Typically, the A~ and Bj have 
nonnegative integer matrices, i.e., the coefficients of p in A~2 and Bj2 are 
nonnegative integers for any 2,/~ e P. This enables us to associate to the 
operators A(x) and B(y) unoriented graphs G 1 and G 2 with the common set 
of vertices P: a coefficient of ¢t in, say, Bj2 is the multiplicity of the edge 
(¢t, 2). Note that the relation (1.3) is actually symmetric n G1 and G2. 
Various combinatorial identities concerning path/tableaux enumeration 
in G1 and G2 can be derived via simple linear-algebra arguments based on 
the commutation relation (1.3); this idea follows the approach of [ 17, 18, 
2, 3, 4]. However, the case under consideration is somewhat different from 
those treated in these papers; namely, edges of G1 and G2 are allowed to 
connect vertices lying on arbitrary levels, not necessarily consecutive ones. 
Informally, a theory of standard tableaux is now replaced by a theory of 
generalized ones, since a shortest path between # and 2 in a graph Gi can 
be regarded as a "generalized skew tableau" of shape 2/¢t. 
1.1. EXAMPLE (Ferrers Shapes). Let P be the set of all Ferrers shapes 
(Young diagrams) and p its natural grading (see, e.g., [16]). Define A(x) 
by ( 1.1 ) with 
Ai(2 ) = ~ /~, (1.4) 
/.t ~ 2, p( / l )  = p(2)  + i, 
p -- 2 conta ins  at  most  one box  in each co lumn 
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and let B(y)=A*(y) where * stands for conjugation with respect o the 
natural pairing in KP. In other words, B is defined by (1.2) with 
= Z 
v ~ 2, p (v )  = p(2)  - j ,  
2 - v conta ins  at  most  one  box  in each  co lumn 
v. (1.5) 
Informally, A~ is the operation of adding a horizontal strip of length i (in 
all possible ways); and B~ is the operation of deleting such a strip. 
The following result is well-known when stated in other terms. 
1.2. THEOREM. The operators A(x) and B(y) defined by (1.4)-(1.5) 
satisfy 
B(y) A(x) = A(x) B(y)( l - xy) -l. (1.6) 
Proof One may check (1.6) by simply applying both sides to a generic 
shape 2 and examining respective coefficients of xkyl# for each k, l, it. There 
exists, however, a different approach. 
Define operators ui and dj acting in KP by 
and 
2 w {box in the ith column}, 
ui2= 0, 





Then it is easy to check that the ui and dj satisfy the commutation relations 
djui= uidj, ira j, 
di+lldi+l =uidi, i= 1, 2, ..., 
dlU 1 =L 
(1.9) 
The operators A(x) and B(y) can be expressed in terms of the dj and ui: 
A(x) . . . .  (I.-1- xu3)(I  .+- xu2)(I  + XU 1 ), 
B(y)  = ( I+  yd l ) ( I+  yd2)( I+ yd3) . . .  , 
(1.10) 
where I is the identity operator. We will show now that (1.6) is a formal 
consequence of (1.10) and (1.9). Observe that for any (non-commuting) a 
and b, 
( l+a) (1 -ba)  l ( l+b)=( l+b) (1 -ab)  l ( l+a) ,  
582a/72/2-8 
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provided both sides make sense. Therefore 
A(x) B(y)(1--xy) 1 
. . . .  ( I  + XU3)(I + XU2)(I-t- XU 1) ( I -  xydl ul)-1 
x (I+ ydt)(I+ yd2)(I+ yd3)... 
. . . .  (I+ XU3)(I-I- XU2)(I+ yd~)(I- xyul dl) - 1 
X (IAv XH1)(I-]- yd2)(I+ yd3)... 
= (I+ ydl). . .  ( I+xu3)(I+xu2)(I-xyd2u2) 
x (I+ yd2)(I+ yd3)... (I+ XUl) 
. . . . .  B(y) A(x). | 
We now return to the general case. 
1.3. DEFINmO~. Assume (1.3) holds. Define generalized Schur operators 
~(x)  and ~(y) by 
~(x)  = A(xl) A(x2)...,  
(1.11) 
~(y) = B(y~) B(y2) .. •, 
where x = (xl, Xe .... ) and y = (Yl, Y2 .... ). Thus ~(x)  and ,~(y) are formal 
power series in {xi} and {y j}, respectively, with operator coefficients. 
The following statement is obvious from (1.3) and (1.11). 
1.4. COROLLARY (Generalized Cauchy Identity). 
~(y) ~(x)  = ~(x)  ~(y) H f(xiyfl.  
i,j 
To explain the name given to the last formula, note that in the special 
case of the Young lattice the matrix elements of the operator ~(x)  are the 
skew Schur functions ~/u (see [ 9 ] ); the usual definition of them essentially 
coincides with 
s~/~(x) = (~(x)  ~, ,D, 
where the right-hand side is the coefficient of 2 in ~(x)ct. For similar 
reasons, 
s~/~(y) = (~(y)  2,/z). 
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Then Corollary 1.4 becomes 
~(y) ~(x) =~(x) 9(y) 1-[ (1 --xiYj) -1, 
i,j 
or, in the conventional notation, 
s~/=(x) s~//~(y) = ~ s~//~(x) s~//~(y) H (1 - xiyj) _1. (1.12) 
2 t ~ i.j 
This is a generalization of the Cauchy identity that first appeared in A. 
Zelevinsky's addendum to the Russian translation of I. G. Macdonald's 
book (see [ 10, p. 70 ]; also [ 14, Corollary 6.12 ] ). The usual Cauchy iden- 
tity [9, (4.3)] is the special case 0~=fl=~b of (1.12). 
The particular case of Example 1.1 has two important extra properties: 
(i) each of the operators ~(x) and ~(y) is symmetric, i.e., the 
products (1.11) do not depend on the order of the factors; 
(ii) the operators ~(x) and 9(y) are conjugate to each other with 
respect to the scalar product for which Ferrers shapes form an ortho- 
normal basis. 
The second property is obvious from definitions (1.4)-(1.5); the first one 
(that is, the well-known symmetry of the skew Schur functions) is implied 
by the following fact: 
1.5. THEOREM. The operators A(xi) defined in Example 1.1 commute 
pairwise, and so do the B(yj). 
Proof This statement is a formal (though not obvious) consequence of
(1.10) and the commutation relations 
d, dj=djd,, l i - j l  >2, 
d/d2+ 1 =di+ldidi+l, i= 1, 2 ..... 
d2 id i+ l  =d id i+ ld i ,  i=  1, 2, ..., 
which can easily be checked (also, one can apply the conjugation * and use 
d** = ui to write corresponding relations for the ui). To prove our claim, it 
is sufficient to show that, for any formal variables x and y and for any non- 
negative integer n, 
A .... (x) A ..... (y )=A .... (y) A,.m(x), 
where 
A .... (x) = ( I+xun) . . .  ( I+xu, ,+l ) ( l+xum).  
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This can be proved by induction on n -m.  For n -  m = 1 or 2 the identity 
is a trivial consequence of the above commutation relations. Then use the 
invertibility of A~,m in the algebra of formal power series to show that, for 
n-m)2 ,  
An, re(x) An, m(y) 
= A.,m + l(X)(I + xum)(I+ yu~) A._  1,m(7) 
=A.,m+l(x)(I+ yU.)(I+ XUm) A._l,m(y )
= A.,m+l(x) A.,m+I(Y)(A._I,m+I(y)) -1 (A._ I ,~+ l(X)) -1 
xAn_l,m(x) A,~ 1.re(Y) 
=An, m+l(y) A .... +l(x)(A._l,m+l(x)) m (An_l,m+l(y))-I 
xA._l,m(y) A._l,m(X) 
= A.,m+ l(y)(I+ xun)(I+ yUm) A._  1,m(X) 
= A.,m+ l(y)(I~- 7blm)(I"~ - NUn) A.  m,m(X) 
=A.,m(y) A.,m(X). | 
So in this case N(x) and ~(y) are actually symmetric in xl,  x2 .... and 
Yl, Y2, --., respectively. 
Let us return to the general case. Recall the commutation (1.3) and let 
f ( t )=  fo+Nt  + f2t2 + .... 
Equate the coefficients of 1 and xy on both sides of (1.3) to get 
BoAo = foAoBo, 
B1A1 = foA1B1 + flAoBo. 
Now assume Ao = Bo = I (this is the case in our main examples) to obtain 
)c o = 1 and hence 
B1AI=A1BI + f IL  (1.13) 
The last identity coincides with the definition of dual graphs in [ 2 ]; thus 
the conditions under consideration ow are much more restrictive. It has 
been shown in [ 3 ] that whenever (1.13) holds with a constant f ie  N, an 
appropriate analogue of the Robinson-Schensted correspondence (see, e.g., 
[15, 13]) can be introduced. Assuming condition (1.3), more can be 
achieved. Namely, an analogue of the Knuth correspondence [ 8 ] can be 
constructed; see Section 3. 
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2. MORE EXAMPLES 
2.1. EXAMPLE (Shifted Shapes). Let P be the set of shifted shapes (see, 
e.g., [13, 18]). Define operators A(x) and B(y) by (1.1)-(1.2) with 
A~(2) = ~, 
v _c :., p(v) = p(:.) - j ,  
Z - v conta ins  at  most  one box  on each d iagonal ,  
cco()o --v) is the number  of connected  components  of  Z -- v 
which don' t  intersect he main  d iagona l  
2cco(2- % 
B:(2) = ~ 2cc(. ;o/~. 
,u ~_Z, p(,u)=p(JQ + i, 
,u -- 2 conta ins  at  most  one box  on each d iagonal ,  
cc(,u Z) is the number  of  connected components  of,u -- ..l 
(2.1) 
2.2. THEOREM. The operators A(x) and B(y) defined by (2.1) satisfy 
l+xy  
B(y) A(x)=A(x) B(y) 1 - xy" (2.2) 
This identity is known in the theory of symmetric functions, where it is 
stated in different erms. It can be verified either directly (i.e., by estab- 
lishing explicit bijections between the sets counted by the coefficients of 
xky ~ of the matrix elements on both sides) or by referring to certain 
algebraic identities involving shifted Schur functions (see [ 14] ). 
2.3. THEOREM. The operators A(xi) defined in Example 2.1 commute 
pairwise, and so do the B(y:). 
Now we can introduce the shifted Schur operators by 
and 
~(x) = F[ A(xi) 
i 
~(y) = g[ ~(yi) 
J 
and obtain a new derivation of the corresponding Cauchy-type identity 
[14] 
2(y) .~(x)=~(x) ~(y) H 1 +x~yj 
~;.. l - -x iy  j '  
or, equivalently, 
P~/~(x) Qx//3(Y)= ~, Q,/:,(x) P~/,(y) ~ 1 + xiy: 
, 1--xiy j'
where P. . .  and Q... are the shifted skew Schur functions. 
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2.4. EXAMPLE. Ferrers hapes: dual identities. As in Example 1.1, let P 
be the set of Ferrers shapes. Define A(x) by (1.1) and (1.4), as before. 
However, B(y) is now different; instead of (1.5) let 
Bj (2 )  = F, 
v~,~,p(v)~p(,~) j, 
2 -- v conta ins  a t  most  one  box  in  each  row 
v, (2.3) 
so B(y) deletes a vertical strip rather than a horizontal one. 
2.5. THEOREM. The operators A(x) and B(y) defined by (1.4) and (2.3) 
satisfy 
B(y) A(x) = A(x) B(y)(1 + xy). 
Proof Direct inspection shows that 
B(y) . . . .  ( I -  yd3)-1 (1_  yd2 ) -1 ( I -  ydl)-1. 
Hence B(y) = (/~(--y)) 1, where/~is the B of Example 1.1. It only remains 
to use (1.6): 
B(y) A(x)(B(y)) -1 (A(x))  -1 
=(B( -y) ) - lA(x)B( -y) (A(x) )  a=l+xy .  | 
An analogue of Theorem 1.5 holds as well; this is not surprising since 
A(x) is the same and B(y)= (/~( _y ) ) - l .  Also, B(y)= TB(y) T where T is 
the transposition operator that reflects a shape in the main diagonal, Then 
(~(y)  2,/~> = s~,/u,(y), 
where primes stand for transposes. The last of the identities of [ 14] now 
follows since 
~(y) ~(x)=~(x)  ~(y) 1~ (1 +x,y:), 
i,j 
or  
s~/p(x) s~,/~, (y) = ~ s~/,(x) s~,/,, (y) IV[ ( 1 + xi yj). 
2 u i,/ 
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2.6. EXaMPLe. Let P = { 1, t, t 2, ...} where t is a formal variable not in 
K; thus V=KP=K[[ t ] ] .  Define A(x)  and B(y)  by 
A(x)  g(t) = e'Xg(t), 
B(y)  g(t) = g(t + y). 
Then B( y) A( x) = A(x)  B( y) e xy (cf. (1.3)). This example doesn't produce 
nontrivial identities, in view of the following general observation. Take 
arbitrary operators U and D satisfying 
and 
D U-  UD = rI (2.4) 
p(U(2)) = p(2) + 1, p(D(2)) = p(2) - 1. 
Then define A(x)= e xv and B(y)= e yD to obtain, using R. Stanley's result 
[ 17, Theorem 2.5], the identity 
B(y) A(x) =A(x) B(y) e rxy (2.5) 
(cf. (1.3)). However, all the consequences of (2.5) can be derived directly 
from (2.4); see [ 17, 18, 2]. 
3. KNUTH CORRESPONDENCES 
For the main Examples 1.1, 2.1, and 2.4, there are elegant bijections [8, 
12, 19, 14] between matrices and generalized tableaux that yield respective 
Cauchy identities. A general algorithmic approach to these constructions i  
given below. This approach works whenever one has the commutation 
relation (1.3), where Ai and Bj have nonnegative integer matrix elements 
and the power series f ( t )  has nonnegative integer coefficients: 
f ( t )  = 1 + f l t  + f212 + f3 t3.,. 
Recall that this condition holds in our three main examples; namely, 
f ( t )=  l + t + t2 + t3 + ... in Example 1.1, 
f ( t )  = 1 + 2t + 2t 2 + 2t 3 + ... in Example 2.1, (3.0) 
f ( t )  = 1 + t in Example 2.4. 
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In what follows the notation and the assumptions of Section 1 are kept; 
we assume in addition that f l ,  f2, --- are nonnegative integers. Equate coef- 
ficients of x~y l to rewrite (1.3) as 
BzAk=~Ae_ iB l _ i f  i. (3.1) 
i 
Also assume that a basis P of the space V is fixed and that all the matrix 
elements (Ak2,/2) and (Bz2,/2) are nonnegative integers for 2,/2 e P. 
Combinatorially, this means that we have a pair of graphs G1 and G2 with 
the common set of vertices P and edges determined by A(x) and B(y), 
respectively. For example, vertices 2 and/2 such that p(/2) - p(2) = k ~> 0 
are connected in G1 by (Ak2,/2) edges. It is convenient to direct the edges 
of G1 upwards (i.e., in the direction of increasing rank) and those of G2 
downwards; cf. [ 2, Definition 1.2.1 ] ). 
Let G be the oriented graph obtained by combining the edges of G1 and 
G2. Transform (3.1) into 
( BiAko~ , fl) = ~ f i (  Ak_iBz ion, fl) (3.2) 
i 
and note that the left-hand side counts the two-edge up-down paths in G 
from ~ to fl which first jump k levels up (thus adding a strip of k boxes, 
in our examples) and then 1 levels down (deleting a strip of l boxes). 
Similarly, the right-hand side counts, with appropriate weights f~, certain 
down-up two-edge paths from e to ft. 
At this point, a bijective analogue of the equality (3.2) can be introduced. 
This is a family of bijections, one for each pair (~, fl), between 
up-down paths from ~ to fl (3.3) 
and 
triples (down-up path from ~ to fl, integer i i> 0, label L ~ { 1 ..... f,-} ). 
(3.4) 
Note that an up-down path of (3.3) determines k and l on the left-hand 
side of (3.2), namely, these are the heights of the jumps. Then the value of 
i and the label L may be defined unambiguously. Conversely, given a triple 
(3.4), k and l can be recovered from i, k - i ,  and l - i ;  then the up-down 
path is well-defined. 
The bijective correspondence (3.3) ~ (3.4) is analogous to the concept of 
r-correspondence introduced in [ 1 J; see also [ 3, 11 ]. Following the main 
idea of [ 1 ], one can apply this bijection repeatedly to obtain one-to-one 
correspondences between (generalized) loops and matrices with integer 
entries. Moreover, such a correspondence an be associated with any skew 
graph (see Definition 3.1 below) thus providing bijective proofs of respec- 
tive generalized Cauchy identities and their modifications. 
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3.1. DEFINITION. A skew graph is (a Hasse diagram of) a nonempty 
finite convex subposet of the two-dimensional integral attice 2 2, viewed as 
a product of two infinite chains. (This definition differs somewhat from [ 3, 
Definition 3.2.1 ].) 
3.2. DEFINITION. Assume S is a connected skew graph. Then one can 
define a pair of operators associated with the upper and lower boundaries 
of S as follows (cf. [3, Definition 3.3.5]). Set i := j :=  1. Move along the 
upper boundary of S from the northwestern to the southeastern corner (the 
positive directions are eastbound and northbound), writing, from the right 
to the left, a factor A(x,) for each eastbound move and a factor B(yj) for 
each southbound move. Every east- or southbound move increases i or j, 
respectively, by 1. The resulting operator is denoted by W+(S). Similar 
procedure applied to the lower boundary produces W-(S). Thus both 
W+(S) and W (S) are non-commutative products of A(xl) ..... A(xk), 
B(yl),...,B(yl) where k (respectively, l) is the number of horizontal 
(respectively, vertical) edges on the upper (lower) boundary of S. 
3.3. COROLLARY. Let S be a connected skew graph. Then 
w+(sl = w- (s )  I~ f(xiyj), (3.5) 
i , j  
where the product is over all pairs (i, j) such that the eell on the intersection 
of the ith column and the jth row (counting from the northwestern corner) 
lies within S. 
This follows directly from (1.3) and Definition 3.2. It coincides with 
Corollary 1.4 in the case of an (n x m)-rectangular skew graph. A bijective 
analogue of Corollary 3.3 will now be obtained. 
3.4. DEFINITION. 
3.4.1. Remove all the x, and yj from both W+(S) and W-(S) to obtain 
{A, B}-words w-(S)  and w-(S) describing the structures of the upper and 
lower boundaries of S, respectively. 
3.4.2. Let w be an arbitrary {A, B}-word. A path in oriented graded 
graph G defined above is said to have structure w, or simply to be a 
w-path, if its consecutive dges are directed up or down according to the 
corresponding consecutive entries of w; namely, A means up and B means 
down. 
3.5. DEFINITION. Let S be a skew graph and .A# an integer matrix with 
support S, i.e., a mapping of the cells of S into Y. Assume that d assigns 
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integers to the vertices of S lying on its boundaries (both upper and lower). 
Then J// and d are called consistent with each other if for any rectangle 
with vertices NE, NW, SE, and SW (the natural "geographic" notation is 
used), all lying on the boundary of S, the following condition holds: 
d( NE) - d( NW) - d( SE) + d( S W) = ~, J~ ( c ) 
C 
where the sum is over all cells inside the rectangle. 
(3.6) 
3.6. THEOREM. Assume (1.3) holds, and a bijection (3.3)+-+ (3.4) is fixed. 
Then for any connected skew graph S there is a bijeetion between 
(1) w+(S)-paths in G and 
(2) pairs (w-(S)-path in G, map M) where M maps the points of S to 
pairs ( i, L) satisfying 1 <~ L <~ f ~. 
Thus M is a matrix with support S. This bijection leaves both endpoints of 
a path invariant. The paths of (1) and (2) and the matrix M are consistent 
in the sense of Definition 3.5. 
More precisely, these paths give rise to an integer-valued map that maps 
a vertex on the boundary to the ranks of its G-image. This map is consistent 
with the matrix of the i entries of (2), i.e., with M with the L-labels removed. 
3.7. Comments. Though it is not obvious, Theorem 3.6 is a com- 
binatorial (=bijective) reformulation of Corollary 3.3. This means, in par- 
ticular, that, given a correspondence of Theorem 3.6, one can obtain a 
bijective proof of (3.5) and, in the special case of a rectangular S, a bijective 
proof of Corollary 1.4. 
Proof of Theorem 3.6. The bijection (1) --+ (2) is produced by repeatedly 
applying the bijection (3.3) ~ (3.4). Move southwest, assigning edges of G to 
edges and vertices of S. The i's and L's of (3.4) should be assigned to the 
corresponding cells of S to obtain M. The reverse bijection (2) --+ (1) uses 
the inverse correspondence (3.4)--* (3.3) to proceed recursively north- 
eastbound. This technique is essentially similar to that of [ 1, 3]. Explicit 
algorithmic notation can be found in [3, Sections 3.5-3.7]. I 
The statement of Theorem 3.6 simplifies substantially in the case of an 
(nxm)-rectangular graph S. A path of structure w+(S) (respectively 
w (S)) that connects vertices ~ and fl can be viewed as a pair of 
generalized skew tableaux of shapes 2/~ and 2/fl (respectively ~/2 and p/2) 
with the entries 1 ..... n and 1, ..., m. Then we obtain a bijectivization of 
Corollary 1.4. 
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3.8. THEOREM. Assume (1.3) holds. Then for any n, m6N and for any 
o;, fl E P there is a bijection between 
(1) BmA~-paths in G from ~ to fl and 
(2) triples (A"Bm-path from o~ to fl, integer (n x m)-matrices {a(i, j)} 
and {L(i, j)} ) satisfying 
1 <~ L(i, j) ~< f~(i,j)- (3.7) 
This bijection has the following property. Let 2 be the uppermost point on 
the path of (1), and Iz be the lowest point on the path of (2). Then 
ra  
p(2) +p(t~)--p(~)--p(fl)= ~. Z a(i,j). (3.8) 
i= l  j=  1 
The bijection (1)~-+(2) depends on a choice of the correspondence 
(3.3) ~ (3.4). 
In conventional terms (cf. [ 14, 13]), we have a bijection (recall that n, 
m, ~, and fl are fixed) between 
(1) pairs of generalized skew tableaux of shapes 2/0~ and 2/fl and 
(2) pairs of generalized skew tableaux of shapes ~/kt and fl/t~ together 
with integer (n x m)-matrices (a(i, j)) and (L(i, j)) satisfying (3.7)-(3.8). 
It should be emphasized that the two GST appearing in (1) are generally 
of different ypes, since they are paths in different graphs G1 and G2 deter- 
mined by the operators A(x) and B(y), respectively. Same is true about (2). 
The bijective construction of Theorem 3.8, when applied to Examples 
1.1, 2.1, and 2.4, leads to respective correspondences between pairs of GST 
and integer matrices, or generalized permutations. Bijective correspon- 
dences of this kind were first constructed by Sagan and Stanley [ 14] to 
provide combinatorial proofs of these particular cases of Corollary 1.4. The 
general algorithmic scheme of this paper can be used to reproduce these 
algorithms with minor modifications. 
It follows from (3.7)-(3.8) that, according to (3.0), the matrices appearing 
in (2) should have: 
nonnegative integer entries in Example 1.1; 
nonnegative or primed positive entries in Example 2.1; 
0, 1-entries in Example 2.4. 
The simplest case of Theorem 3.8 is the one where 0~ =f l= 0 (we denote 
by 0 the zero of P, assuming it exists). In this case, the only A"Bm-path is 
trivial. Skew tableaux become simply generalized tableaux, i.e., paths 
starting at 0. 
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3.9. COROLLARY. Assume (1.3) holds; let G be a graph with a zero. Then 
for any n, m, N~ N there is a bijective correspondence b tween 
(1)^ pairs (G 1-path of length n, G2-path of length m) where both paths 
start at 0 and have a common endpoint of rank N and 
(2) pairs of integer (n x m)-matrices (a(i, j)) and (L(i, j)) satisfying 
(3.7) and the condition 
~ a(i , j )=N. (3.9) 
i= l j= l  
This correspondence d pends on a choice of the bijections (3.3) ~ (3.4). 
The bijections (1 )~ (2) and (2 )~ (1) of Corollary 3.9 are accomplished 
by the following algorithms presented in the usual pidgin-Pascal notation. 
The reader can easily modify them to obtain algorithmic versions of 
Theorems 3.8 and 3.6. 
3.10. ALGORITHM. 
Input. (i) Edges al(1), a1(2) .... , a~(n) forming a path in G~ starting at 0; 
(ii) edges a2(1), a2(2), ..., a2(m) forming a path in G 2 starting at 0 and 
having the same endpoint as the first path; 
Output. Integer (nxm)-matrices (a(i,j)) and (L(i,j)) satisfying 
(3.7)-(3.8). 
var  
~bl: array [1..n, 0..m] of G1-edges; 
~b2: array [0..n, 1..m] of G2-edges; 
a, L: array [ 1..n, 1..m] of integer; 
begin 
for k := 1 to n do ~bl(k, m) :=al(k); 
for l := 1 to m do ~b2(n, l) := az(l); 
for (k, l) := (n, m) downto (1, 1) do 
begin 
construct ~l(k, l--  l), 02(k- 1, 1), a(k, l)= i and L(k, l )=L  
from ~bl(k, l) and ¢2(k, l) by means of the bijection (3.3) ~ (3.4) 
end 
end 
Comments. In the third for-cycle (nm repetitions) a pair (kl, li) should 
be processed after a pair (k2, 12) whenever kl ~< k2 and ll ~< 12- The calcula- 
tions may be done in parallel as long as this rule is obeyed. 
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3.11. ALGORITHM. 
Input = Output of Algorithm 3.10. 
Output = Input of Algorithm 3.10. 
var ~b 1, (b2: ...; {see Algorithm 3.10} 
begin 
A A 
for k := 1 to n do ~bl(k, 0) := (0,0); 
for I := 1 to m do $2(0, l) := (0, 0); 
for (k, 1):=(1, 1) to (n,m) do 
begin 
construct ~bl(k, l) and ~b2(k, I)
from ~bl(k, l -  1), ~b2(k-1, 1), i=a(k, I) and L=L(k, 1) 
by means of the bijection (3.4) ~ (3.3) 
end 
end 
Comments. In the third for-cycle (nm repetitions) a pair (k~,/1) should 
be processed before a pair (k2, 12) whenever kl ~<k2 and ll ~<12. The 
calculations may be done in parallel as long as this rule is obeyed. 
In the particular cases of Examples 1.1, 2.1, and 2.4, these algorithms 
parallelize the original Schensted-type s quential algorithms due to Knuth 
[8], Worley [ 19], Sagan [ 12], Haiman [7] and again Knuth (the "dual" 
correspondence from [8])  provided a natural family of bijections 
(3.3) ~ (3.4) is chosen. In the shifted case, our presentation makes trans- 
parent the duality between the Sagan-Worley and Haiman constructions, 
which turn out to be row-wise and column-wise versions of Algorithms 
3.11 3.12; this has already been observed in [3] for the case of standard 
shifted tableaux. 
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